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WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT...

Thank you for downloading the digital publication dedicated 
to logic and puzzle games. I have prepared a few interesting 
FUTOSHIKI as examples for you to solve at any time. Who 
wouldn’t like such exercises that both relax and stimulate 
the mind?

But did you know that such daily brain training not only 
brings intellectual benefits but also improves our overall 
well-being? FUTOSHIKI puzzles are particularly effective in 
improving mental health, as they require intense concen-
tration and problem-solving skills. By solving mazes, we im-
prove our memory and increase spatial awareness.

These are just a few of the many benefits of using logic and 
puzzle games, such as FUTOSHIKI. Such exercises are an 
excellent way to promote mental health and maintain the 
vitality of the mind.

As the publisher, I guarantee you a pleasant time spent 
solving FUTOSHIKI and a great time with the other mem-
bers of your family!

ANETTA

DID YOU KNOW THAT...

... as a member of our platform, you will gain access not only 
to tools and add-ons for games, but also an invitation to 
a world full of interesting and creative entertainment. We 
have prepared many templates for various games, which 
are ready to download and print. Everything is available on-
line, with no time restrictions - you can use the platform 
24/7, 365 days a year.

You don’t need to look any further if you want engaging 
and easy-to-understand board, card, or dice games. On our 
platform, you will find simple and user-friendly games that 
promote healthy competition and the joy of playing. Regar-
dless of your age or level of expertise, you will surely find 
something for yourself.

But that’s not all! As a member, you also gain access to our 
online card system, which extends every game and game-
play. You will receive tools that allow you to create your own 
sets of cards for any game and modify gameplay in many 
different ways. Our platform is not just a place for intere-
sting board games, it’s a world full of possibilities and cre-
ativity.

As the creator and originator of the platform, I can assu-
re you that subscribing to 8doodles.com is a decision you 
won’t regret. You will gain access to an infinite number of 
FUTOSHIKI and many other logic games and puzzles that 
will stimulate your gray matter and provide great enterta-
inment. Join today and see how simple and enjoyable it can 
be!
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WHAT AND HOW...

FUTOSHIKI is a logic puzzle game that is similar to Sudo-
ku, but with a twist. The game is played on a square grid 
that is partially filled with numbers. The objective is to fill the 
empty squares with numbers from 1 to the size of the grid, 
while satisfying certain rules. The rules dictate that no two 
numbers can be the same in a row or a column, and that the 
numbers must satisfy the inequality signs (< and >) that are 
placed between some of the squares.

FUTOSHIKI puzzles come in various sizes and levels of dif-
ficulty, often requiring the use of logic and deductive rea-
soning to solve. The puzzles can be found in puzzle books, 
newspapers, and online. FUTOSHIKI is a popular puzzle 
game enjoyed by people of all ages around the world.

On our platform, FUTOSHIKI is available and generated by 
our online generator at 8doodles.com. We have prepared 
three versions of FUTOSHIKI for you: easy, medium, and 
hard. Also they comes with the following grid to choose 
from: 4x4, 5x5 and 7x7.

Keep in mind that patience and logical thinking are crucial 
in solving FUTOSHIKI. Practice regularly, and over time 
you’ll find that you’ll be able to navigate more and more 
complex FUTOSHIKI. Oh, one more important thing, Trace 
will take care of you while you’re solving the FUTOSHIKI.

8doodlEs
TEAm
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mY NAme IS TRACe AND I Am THe CAReTAKeR OF 
THe FUTOSHIKI
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4x4
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BeeN pReSeNTeD 

UpSIDe DOWN
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - EASY

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

OUTSTANDING ENDEAvOR
vALLEy INEFFEcTIvE
REPRESENTATIvE cONcEPTION
UNcONScIOUS APPARENT
cOMMUNIcATOR ELONGATE
HANDSOME KNIGHT
MONOTONy RANGE
REcORDING INSURANcE
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - EASY

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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Think
What those Words have in common?

dispuTe curranT
illusion deducTion
shaggy finale
famous ouTsTanding
phoTocell lurk
TemplaTe cypher
sophisTicaTed splinT
Toss nook
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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Think
What those Words have in common?

marmoT decisive
lady Talisman
wallow flighT
palm skunk
Twin planT
duck release
file nicholas
few Times violeT
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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Think
What those Words have in common?

boxer inTroducTion
granddaughTer razor blade
perfume radioacTive
annual brave
hoop rainy
user oaTh
daTe bicyclisT
sailor paymenT
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fuToshiki
4x4 - normaL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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Think
What those Words have in common?

dispuTe curranT
illusion deducTion
shaggy finale
famous ouTsTanding
phoTocell lurk
TemplaTe cypher
sophisTicaTed splinT
Toss nook
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fuToshiki
4x4 - normaL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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Think
What those Words have in common?

marmoT decisive
lady Talisman
wallow flighT
palm skunk
Twin planT
duck release
file nicholas
few Times violeT
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fuToshiki
4x4 - normaL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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boxer inTroducTion
granddaughTer razor blade
perfume radioacTive
annual brave
hoop rainy
user oaTh
daTe bicyclisT
sailor paymenT
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

LIFE NEcESSITy
DOORSTEP cLEAN UP
UNIqUE FILL
DEcAFFEINATED HOTSPUR
MITT PERIODIcAL
STUDy PARTy
jIGSAw PUzzLE ENGAGEMENT
MOSSy LAw
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - HARD

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

UNFORTUNATE ANyTHING
UNIvERSITy bULL
PILLAR SEA
IcE SHOvEL
RED ELOqUENT
AMbULANcE WEDNESDAy
cHEcKERS PILE
RED cHAOS
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - HARD

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

bANKER DROP
GREENHOUSE cOMFORT
wHITE cONSUME
TERRAcE cONTRAcTUAL
FILMSTRIP cASE
SUNbED cOvER
UNcOMMUNIcATIvE AbySS
RIM ENTERTAIN
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - EASY

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

GARbAGE TRUcK DARKNESS
UPTIGHT EMOTIONAL
GENDARME bURNT
TAIL-cOAT RATE
bLINK cAN
wAITRESS INSURANcE
ScHOOLTEAcHER NIGHT
HONESTy wITNESS
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

LIFE NEcESSITy
DOORSTEP cLEAN UP
UNIqUE FILL
DEcAFFEINATED HOTSPUR
MITT PERIODIcAL
STUDy PARTy
jIGSAw PUzzLE ENGAGEMENT
MOSSy LAw
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - HARD

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

UNFORTUNATE ANyTHING
UNIvERSITy bULL
PILLAR SEA
IcE SHOvEL
RED ELOqUENT
AMbULANcE WEDNESDAy
cHEcKERS PILE
RED cHAOS
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - HARD

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

bANKER DROP
GREENHOUSE cOMFORT
wHITE cONSUME
TERRAcE cONTRAcTUAL
FILMSTRIP cASE
SUNbED cOvER
UNcOMMUNIcATIvE AbySS
RIM ENTERTAIN
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FUTOSHIKI
4x4 - EASY

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

GARbAGE TRUcK DARKNESS
UPTIGHT EMOTIONAL
GENDARME bURNT
TAIL-cOAT RATE
bLINK cAN
wAITRESS INSURANcE
ScHOOLTEAcHER NIGHT
HONESTy wITNESS
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FUTOSHIKI
5x5 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

ADvERTISE SPEAK OUT
TERRITORy PULL
cOMESTIbLE RIcH
SHEET cRITIcAL
cORNwALL ExPRESS
AvARIcIOUS cHIcKEN SOUP
FAME MASTER
TEMPTING MEcHANIc
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FUTOSHIKI
5x5 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

ADvERTISE SPEAK OUT
TERRITORy PULL
cOMESTIbLE RIcH
SHEET cRITIcAL
cORNwALL ExPRESS
AvARIcIOUS cHIcKEN SOUP
FAME MASTER
TEMPTING MEcHANIc
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FUTOSHIKI
5x5 - nORMAL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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Think
What those Words have in common?

drink up igniTion
presenT piTcher
vase pole
laTe marriage
performance nonsense
suscepTible parody
discriminaTion prepare
gianT awry
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fuToshiki
5x5 - normaL

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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Think
What those Words have in common?

drink up igniTion
presenT piTcher
vase pole
laTe marriage
performance nonsense
suscepTible parody
discriminaTion prepare
gianT awry
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FUTOSHIKI
7x7 - HARD

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

ROLLER TEAcH
FREEzER HIDEOUT
MAGNIFyING PORcH
HEATING REvOLT
PUNcTUAL JUNE
SLANG TALKATIvE
FURNISHED DIScOURAGED
ROTATE NUGATORy
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FUTOSHIKI
7x7 - HARD

FUTOSHIKI is one of the most popular logic puzzles. In the square diagram some
boxes already contain numbers; there may be "<" and ">" between the boxes that
show  the  relationship  between  adjacent  numbers.  Depending  on  the  level  of
difficulty, we have 7x7 square boxes (enter numbers from 1 to 7), 5x5 (numbers from
1 to 5) and 4x4 (numbers from 1 to 4). Fill in the empty boxes, while keeping in mind
that each number can appear in a row or column exactly once. There is a hint on the
right.
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THINK
WHAT THOSE WORDS HAVE In COMMOn?

ROLLER TEAcH
FREEzER HIDEOUT
MAGNIFyING PORcH
HEATING REvOLT
PUNcTUAL JUNE
SLANG TALKATIvE
FURNISHED DIScOURAGED
ROTATE NUGATORy
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